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POLICE REPORT: Butler family

COMPLAINT: 
18 USC § 241   – CONSPIRACY AGAINST RIGHTS  , 
18 USC § 242   – DEPRIVATION OF RIGHTS UNDER COLOR OF LAW  , 
42 USC § 1985   – CONSPIRACY TO INTERFERE WITH CIVIL RIGHTS  , 
42 USC § 1986   – ACTION FOR NEGLECT TO PREVENT  

EVENT DATE: 8/31/2010 to 6/25/2011

EVENT LOCATION: 

Starbucks Eastgate, 3181 156th Ave SE, Bellevue, WA 98007, Ph: 425-641-2806

My residence, 15612 SE 10th Street, Bellevue, WA 98008, ph 206-856-1778

Metro Transit bus in Bellevue, WA

EVIDENCE: photos - circumstantial 

BLOG:  keepingsweetinseattle.wordpress.com  

AUTHOR: Saskia Valentine  

SUMMARY

For two years after emailing a complaint to Seattle/King County about a management style that 
fosters racial conflict, the harassment has increased in frequency and aggression around the anniversary 
of the MLK I Have a Dream speech and this marks my first encounter with a black family that later 
plays a predominate role in attempting to smack me down after I blog about the harassment.

Unconfirmed identities: Michelle Butler, recuiter at LG Consulting; 'Mr Butler', 'Mrs Butler' and 
"Mlle Butler', Michelle's family; Carina Elsenboss, from the Seattle/King County Public Health 
Department; Allan   Glenn  , at CompuCom; Bellevue Police Officer Campbell, plate XMT 492260 ; 
William Thornton, PhD Sociology Criminology at USM & Loyola University; Bellevue Police Officer 
#1 of xmt 51451D and Bellevue Police Officer #2 of xmt 48223D. 

BACKGROUND

NIH researchers are retaliating against me and attempting to discredit me because because I’ve 
spoken out in support of immigration reform and have filed complaints with the Seattle Civil Rights 
Commission 2007 and with the Seattle/King County in 2009 reporting problems resulting from flawed 
policies based on politicized research. For more information see keepingsweetinseattle.wordpress.com.

NARRATIVE

1. IHAD 2010: 
8/31/2010. I've been experiencing intense swarming for the past week and am on hyper-alert. 

'Mr Butler' sits on the seat next to me and a woman in red, Ashlee Wiest-Laird, sits across from us. It 
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feels like they are all waiting for me to do something. In my journal I note a new type of 'passive 
pretexing' were people just sit around and observe my reaction to the stimulus they've introduced for 
my observation. I'm on my way to a German pub to seek psychological refuge but awaiting me there is 
a large swarm of men (see report DieBierstube). See Figures 1a and 1b

2. Expedia:
2/23/2011. Michelle Butler contacted me about  positions at Expedia which is located two 

blocks from the Eastgate Starbucks. But her connections with people and recruiting agencies involved 
in harassment cause me to avoid her. See figures 2a and 2b. Concerned that if I take a job at Expedia I 
will be placed in a workgroup with other people who are being passive aggressively 'monitored' by paid 
embedded contractors intent on exacting racial hatreds (see reports: Asian Babies, Christine Warren and 
Roletta Batiste). Issue 1: Michelle is connected to Dan Korlund and Mike Roman at Wicresoft are 
named in the Asian Babies report. She and Dan gave each other recommendations on LinkedIn (see 
report Asian Babies). Issue 3: Recruiter Stacy Sloan who looks a lot like (aka Katrina Crenwelge and 
special agent Erin Klunder for the Washington State InfraGard) is also contacting me about the Expedia 
job. Issue 4: Recruiting CEO, Shabu Kahn at Mantis also makes a highly unusual third attempt to get 
me to interview for Expedia after I've blown off two previous interviews. My technical writing skills 
are much too modest for so much attention. 

3. Father and daughter:
2/24/2011. The day after my first contact with Michelle Butler, 'Mr Butler' shows up with a 

young woman, 'Mlle Butler', my coffee shop who looks strikingly like Michelle. The man with her is in 
my photo archives from the year before. I'm there for probably at least 45 minutes. When I get up to 
leave they get up in unison as if on cue (mimicking). They leave together in the same car with the man 
driving (see Methodology - Gaslighting at https://keepingsweetinseattle.wordpress.com/) see Figure 3

4. Street confrontation:
During a time period that I'm pushing for help from law enforcement, harassers are pushing 

back and by attempting to entrap, discredit, undermine social networks, thwart my efforts to obtain 
legal help.

5/17/2011. Spoke to and Officer Knault about group stalking. Spoke with Officer Wolff  (5B2) 
who I was told worked with stalking victims. She will not assist me and refers me to mental health. 

5/19/2011. Report to police that my computer has been hacked and photos purged. What has 
actually happened is that the hack makes it look like the photos are gone because the main photo folder 
is behaving as if it were a short cut link to the main documents folder. A restore of my system fixes the 
issue. 

5/23/2011. In the middle of a Facebook chat with friend and ex-EPA supervisor, Dave Wilma 
who tells to report to police and request a victim's advocate, he suddenly stops communicating with me 
and de-friends me. Thinking we're having technical issues I telephone him but he tells me not to call 
him and hangs up. When text him asking for answers my computer is hit with wave of Trojan viruses. 
Norton Utilities successfully quarantines it. Note: this incident indicates that my online activities are 
being monitored in real time and it confirms communication containtment, specifically to obstruction 
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of justice.
5/29/2011. Spoke with Officer Bosseler. He tells me he will discuss my situation with his friend 

at the FBI. I think I can hear Officer Wolff in the background. I believe he may have been the officer 
who encouraged me to report any and all harassment events including gas-lighting.

5/30/2011. Approaching the Eastgate Starbucks on the sidewalk ahead of me 'Mr. Butler' 
appears wearing a large headset. I've never seen him walking and he is in a location across the street 
from a large multi-level parking structure where harassers have parked before to access a dirt path up to 
street (see report: St Demetrios and Welcome Home). 

Maintaining an extended distance behind him of about 50' until I finally pass him as he enters a 
crosswalk giving him wide berth. He passes me as I'm locking my bicycle at Starbucks and stops 
momentarily scanning the parking lot as if trying to signal he's not alone. In the lot are two Bellevue 
Police cars and as I'm taking photos the cops are seen exiting the Starbucks and entering these vehicles.

Inside the coffee shop the Butler family is seated at a table. The photos in my Blackberry 
camera are later purged but I'm able to recover them from friends that I'd emailed them to for safe 
keeping. Something I don't normally do. However my photo of the new car plate is lost. (see Figures 4)

5. Hip Hop spooks:
6/2/2011, My keys went missing at the gym. Believing that this was connected to an attempt to 

jail break my new phone so that it could be hacked, I contacted Bellevue Police to see it they would 
help me catch the person who was trying to get at my phone.  Male Hispanic Officer Spingler and 
female Asian Officer Finkle respond to the call. Spingler is perplex by my situation while Finkle is 
amused, handing me a mental health referral.

When I return home that night, my Muslim neighbor smiling manically while standing on the 
property line stabbing the dirt with a long stick. She belongs to a particularly conservative sect and her 
normal behavior is to be timid and leary and never smiling. Her behavior is so out of character that I'm 
afraid to go up my drive way until I can get my cell phone camera turned on. When she sees what I'm 
doing she runs back into her house.

6/5/2011, 8:35 am. Mr Butler steps out from the parking lot from the Embassy Suites Hotel on 
156th Avenue SE and crosses the street ahead of me. As I approached the Eastgate Starbucks driveway 
two men looking like Hip Hop artists in a restored black Pontiac Grand prix with red pin striping stop 
and looked me over. Wouldn't have thought much about this accept for 'Mr Butler's' crossing the street 
at the same time spooked me into thinking they were connected to each other. That night I asked 
Bellevue Police to escort me home. (see Figures 5)

6. Victory lap:
6/7/2011. Attempted to talk to someone about taking my reports that I've prepared myself. They 

can't take reports without an incident number. Since they won't take a report, I can't get an incident 
number.

6/9/2011. Reported to Bellevue Police that images were purged from my computer. My voice 
was breaking on the phone holding back tears (confirm dates against police dispatch records). What is 
happening is that my devices (USB and CD) have been hacked so that I can't sync, copy to disc or print 
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out reports. When I try to sync my photos are erased instead of backed up. For some reason when I 
attempt to email the reports I get messaging say that my email has been permanently diverted or a 
server has denied them. A software application is down loaded to 'clone' my devices. 

After speaking with the police on the phone, I sat out front of my house drinking a cup of 
coffee. Two white SUVs drove slowly by. One a Cadillac and the other smaller with a black front plate. 
The smaller car with stopped with it's lights on in the middle of the street for a full minute then drove 
on. As it drove by I recognized them as Michelle Butler's sister and mother.  There is no front plate but 
an oval dealers logo. 

7. Public Health program manager:
6/25/2011. On the way to Starbucks, the Muslim neighbor passes me in her car smiling 

manically out the window, I suspect things are going to be interesting at the coffee shop. 'Mr Butler' is 
there with a strange woman, Carina Elsenboss, a public health nurse for King County. The man, Allan 
Glenn is connected via FaceBook to Michelle via FaceBook and Dan Korslund who has has also also 
observed me. Today I entered the coffee shop and just took photos to document their presence then left.
(see Figure 7)

  This fits the pattern of having people with psych degrees and people with physiology observing 
me together to evaluate me. Furthermore, Glenn is connected to Wicresoft the company where Mike 
Romain works with whom our coffee date was the inspiration of the Asian Babies program (see report 
Asian Babies). 

LESSONS LEARNED

It appears that my communications including phone calls are being monitored in real time. 

QUESTIONS

If these people know everything about me then why did they have recruiters contacting me 
when I was out of state? You'd think they'd be glad to be rid of me. What would make them want me to 
come back? NIH research? Community outreach funds? Trafficking? New car?

CONCLUSIONS

Overwhelming...

APPENDIX A: Attachments

n/a
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

 Sr Pastor Ashlee Wiest-Laird
(src SBV 8/31/2010, 4:20 PM)
Figures 1a Bus to Diebierstube

(src SBV 8/31/2010, 4:20 PM) nickname 'Mr Butler'
(src SBV 8/31/2010, 4:20 PM)

Figure 1b Bus to Diebierstube
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Figure 2: email from Shabu Kahn, President and CEO of Mentis to reschedule after 2rd no show

'Mr Butler' with 'Mlle Butler' 
(src SBV 2/24/2011 5:39pm)
Figures 3b

'Mr Butler' with 'Mlle Butler' 
(src SBV 2/24/2011 5:41pm)
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Figure 4a: Map of where 'Mr Butler was spotted on sidewalk (source google maps)

Figure 4b: The 'Butler family' and cars (src SBV 5/30/2011 12:17pm)
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Officer Carter, 
plate XMT 48230

Officer unidenfied 
plate XMT 514510

Cathy Hobb's new car 
dealer plate 'Barrier Motors'

Figure 5a: Pontiac GrandPrix, similar to Hip Hop car (source StockPhoto from web)

Figure 5b: Michelle Butler and husband.? The car could have been his or have belonged to a friend of 
the family. (src facebook)
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Figure 7: Allan Glenn, Carina Elsenboss and Mr Butler. (source SBV 6/25/2011, 9:50 AM)

APPENDIX C: Unconfirmed identifications

Mr Butler - 
IHAD (I'm on my way 
to DieBierstube)
(src SBV 8/31/2010, 
4:20 PM)

Mr Butler - with 
Michelle Butler's 
little sister?
(src SBV 2/24/2011 
5:39pm)

Mr Butler - with 
Bellevue Police
(src 5/30/2011 12:17pm)

Mr Butler and friends
(src SBV 10/1/2011)
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APPENDIX C: Unconfirmed identifications

'Mr B' casual
(src SBV 8/31/2010)

'Mr B' prim & proper'
(src SBV 6/25/2011)

unidentified male - black
nickname - 'Mr Butler'
CONNECTION TO PEOPLE: believed to be 
related to Michelle Butler.

REPORTS NAMED IN: 
• Diebierstube
• Butler family
• Butler and friends
• Public Health

(src SBV 2/24/2011, 
6:39 pm.)

(source 
houseplansus.com)

nickname - Mrs Butler aka Cathy Hobbs?
Her photo used to come up in image searchers of 
Kathy Hobbs. 
VEHICLE: white Mercedes SUV from Barrier 
Motors and white Mercedes mini-van
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cathy_Hobbs 

REPORTS NAMED IN: Butler family

(src 
cathyhobbs.wordpress.c
om)

Wilfried Baeker
wedding announcement
http://articles.nydailynews.com/2011-06-
30/entertainment/29737255_1_hgtv-design-star-hgtv-design-star-power-
tools

REPORTS NAMED IN: none
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APPENDIX C: Unconfirmed identifications

(src linkedin)

Michelle Butler 
BA Psychology, recruiter 
http://www.linkedin.com/in/michellebutler4581 
http://www.facebook.com/#!/michellebutler4581
CONNECTION TO ME: contacted me for jobs via email and phone
CONNECTION TO OTHERS: believed to be family member of 'Mr Butler' 
and sister of 'Mlle Butler'. She is also facebook friend of Alan Glenn and 
mutual recommendee with Dan Korslund.
REPORTS NAMED IN:  Butler family 

Michelle Butler, 
recruiter 
(src LinkedIn)
Figure 3a: nicknames 
'Mr Butler' and 'Mlle 
Butler'

nickname - 'Mlle 
Butler' 
(src SBV 2/24/2011 
5:39pm)

'Mr Butler-Hobb's car'
Plate 914 ZLG
(src SBV 2/24/2011 
5:42pm)

'Mlle Butler'
believed to be Michelle 
Butler's little sister

REPORTS NAMED IN: 
Butler family

(src SBV 6/25/2011, 
9:50 AM)

(source 
info.med.yale.edu/)

Carina Elsenboss, 
Program Manager at Public Health 
Advance Practice Center Program Manager, 
Public Health-Seattle & King County 
206.263.8722. carina.elsenboss@kingcounty.gov 
http://info.med.yale.edu/eph/ycphp/diverseconfere
nce/speakers.html
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/carina-
elsenboss/a/142/4b8
REPORTS NAMED IN:  Butler family 
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APPENDIX C: Unconfirmed identifications

(src SBV 8/31/2010, 
4:20 PM)

(src firstpaptistjp.org)

Sr Pastor Ashlee Wiest-Laird
First Baptist Church, Jamaica Plain, MA
since 2003
also
Frmr pastor at Seattle First Baptist
http://www.firstbaptistjp.org/site/cpage.asp?
cpage_id=180030710&sec_id=180010206 
CONNECTION TO PEOPLE IN OTHER 
REPORTS: fellow church member of Kimberly 
Thiesen named in my 2007 Civil Rights 
complaint.
REPORTS NAMED IN:  Butler family 

(src SBV 6/25/2011, 
9:50 AM)

(source LinkedIn)

Allan Glenn
BS Physical Education
Sr Resource Mgr, 
CompuCom & Wicresoft
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/allan-
glenn/38/201/6b 

REPORTS NAMED IN:  Butler family 

(src linkedin) (src linkedin)

Stacey Sloan (aka Katrina Crenwelge)
Technical Recruiter
COMSYS
http://www.linkedin.com/in/staceysloan 
REPORTS NAMED IN:  Butler family 
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APPENDIX C: Unconfirmed identifications

(src LinkedIn)

Shabu Khan, President and CEO of Mentis

http://www.linkedin.com/in/shabukhan

Personally attempts third try to get me to interview for Expedia. 

CONNECTION TO ME: emailed me about Expedia job

REPORTS NAMED IN:  Butler family 

(src LinkedIn)

Jakka Venkat, co-owner of Mentis

http://www.linkedin.com/pub/jakka-venkat/2/b56/994  

CONNECTION TO ME: emailed me about Expedia job

REPORTS NAMED IN: Butler family 
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